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Bourses d’automne / Fall Scholarships

Cette année, l'Association étudiante de la
Faculté des arts a organisé son tout
premier programme de bourses pour le
semestre d'automne!

This year, the Student Association of the
Faculty of Arts ran its first ever
Scholarships program for the Fall
Semester!

Dans ce document, nous avons demandé
aux étudiants de partager avec nous les
choses les plus étranges qu'ils ont
apprises au cours de leurs études à la
Faculté des arts.

In it, we asked students to share with us
the strangest things they’ve learned in
their studies at the Faculty of Arts.

Nous avons reçu plus de 150
candidatures, un record pour l'AÉFA. Vous
trouverez ci-dessous les 50 candidatures
gagnantes sélectionnées par le comité
des bourses. S'il vous plaît, profitez des
choses les plus étranges que les
étudiants de la Faculté des arts aient
apprises.

We received over 150 applications, a
record breaking number for SAFA. Below
are the 50 winning submissions as
selected by the Scholarships Committee.
Please enjoy the weirdest things the
students of the Faculty of Arts have
learned.

Beaux-Arts | Fine Arts………………………………………………………………………………….2
Langues et littératures | Languages and Literatures……………………………………………..5
Sciences humaines | Humanities…………………………………………………………………….8
Arts interdisciplinaires | Interdisciplinary Arts…………………………………………………..19
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Beaux-arts / Fine Arts

Eliana Aiello
Arts visuels / Visual Arts

One time when my class was looking at Renaissance and Baroque art we stumbled across the
Mona Lisa by Leonardo Da Vinci and someone in the class mentioned how 'she' has her own

mailbox at the Louvre because she receives too many love letters from admirers of the painting.
I decided to search this up, and strangely enough it's true and I'm so happy I know this odd fact.

Heritier Bilaka
Arts visuels / Visual Arts

La chose la plus étrange que j'ai apprise dans mes études jusqu'à présent c'est dans mon cours
de photographie 4x5 grand format où nous devons prendre des photos en utilisant des vieilles
caméras du début du vingtième siècle et après développer nos films dans la chambre noire.
Étant ma première expérience dans ce cours, j'ai trouvé ça étrange et drôle de pouvoir dans

chaque étape manipuler les outils dans le noir total sans voir quoique ce soit, juste en essayant
de se rappeler où on a mit tel ou tel produit.

Mackenzie Glenn
Théâtre / Theatre

In my program we have a two week intensive course before the actual semester starts. Usually
the subject of this course is fairly fun and relaxed. However, this year things got a little bit

interesting, we had no idea what we were in for. As we walked into the class we saw 13 chairs
set up in a big circle and 13 sticks or branches from trees around the room. We put down our

bags, got ready for class and sat down in the chairs. Next thing we know our profits ask us to go
around the room and find a stick that we feel a connection with. Once everyone is back sitting at

the chair with a second hand the prof asks us to put the stick on her head and balance it. He
told us that this would keep us focussed, happier, and healthier throughout these two weeks and
that we should continue this practice in our normal life.  We put the sticks on our heads, and we

sat in the chairs for two hours talking about random things. This continued for the entire
intensive of two weeks. We did it every day for two hours a day!
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Anne Hamels
Théâtre / Theatre

Currently I am taking a stage combat class. We are learning the history of a specific sword, the
rapier, which gained popularity sometime in the 17th century. It was very long and pointy, quite
useless for war and big battles but very good at poking and slicing anyone encountered on the
street. Many people at that time started casually wearing their rapier on the street, it was not

only a weapon but also a fashion statement.
Now that you have some insight on where this sword comes from, I can tell you that in our class

we are learning to stage combats with this weapon.
À chaque cours nous faisons un entraînement physique intense pour gagner de la force dans
nos jambes et dans nos bras, et nous pratiquons la précision avec l’épée. L’essentiel en tout

temps: la sécurité de tous! On pratique présentement un combat à deux personnes.

Rebecca Rama
Histoire de l’art / Art History

Abstract Expressionist art was "weaponized" by the CIA during the Cold War in order to promote
America's intellectual creativity. The CIA secretly triangulated their funding for and promotion of
"The New American Art" through New York City's MoMA. This is one of the reasons why the art,
that looks like a 2 year old could paint it, remains popular despite it seemingly being universally

hated since the 1950s. Also the artists such as Pollock, Rothko, Motherwell, and de Kooning
typically leaned towards Communism.

Tesia Runnett
Musique / Music

Women were not allowed to sing in early operas (it was considered equivalent to prostitution).
Instead, as some boys were castrated so they could retain their high voices, men would perform

any female parts. These castrati were selected early and vigorously trained, and their singing
was highly prized and sought after.

Keerat Singh Shah
Arts visuels / Visual Arts

That the idea of a person being a failure rather than an act being a failure is largely untrue and
probably a product of capitalism.
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Samira Srour
Histoire de l’art / Art History

When discussing the work of Michelangelo in an Italian Renaissance lecture, we learned about
his very strange and intense behaviour/habits, like rarely eating, sleeping and talking to himself
and inanimate objects. One student in the chat mentioned a theory of how he wore these long
leather boots and didn't take them off for a very long time, to the point where they had attached
to his skin. Did not expect to learn this much about the artist who made the Pieta, but good to

know he wore cute boots.
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Langues et littératures / Languages and Literatures

Alyssia De Pauw
Lettres françaises

Dans mon cours sur le romantisme, j'ai appris que Victor Hugo avait un grand intérêt pour le
spiritisme. Il a organisé des séances de spiritisme chez lui sur l'île de Jersey qui ont été

retranscrites dans un livre : "Le livre des tables : les séances spirites de Jersey". Dans ces
séances, il aurait soit disant parlé à pleins de personnalités différentes, dont Napoléon et Dieu.

Danielle Khairallah
English

The strangest thing I learned was the fact that the origin of English is not rooted in England. The
language which was originally spoken in England has evolved into what is known today as

Welsh. English, however, evolved from a mixture of French, Latin, and the Anglo-Saxon
languages. This mixture is a result of the various invasions that pushed out England's original

language and slowly replaced it with Middle English. I found this incredibly interesting, so I
always tell friends about it when the opportunity presents itself. Needless to say, I am enjoying

my program quite a bit.

Mounira Khoris
Lettres françaises

"Dans mon cours de création littéraire (FRA 2560), j'ai fait la connaissance des allographes. Ce
sont des mots formés uniquement à partir de la phonétique de certaines lettres, par exemple:
ID=idée. J'ai trouvé ce concept très étrange et très différent de ce qu'on a l'habitude de voir

dans un cours de littérature. La professeure nous a montré des textes entiers formés à partir
d'autographes. Des textes sans aucun mot, seulement des lettres et leurs phonétiques

respectives. Ça ne ressemble pas à grand-chose à première vue, mais ça se lit quand même,
c'est fou! Essayez de décryptez ça: LN HO, L A OT C O

Étrange mais absolument génial!"
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Isabelle Matos
English

I have learned a handful of new things that I have loved!! I have learned so many different
meanings of the word poppy in literature, I was shocked by how often poets use the word. I

have also loved learning about female heroines and their stories throughout the early 1700s. I
find it strange that we all analyze pieces of literature so differently, I am aware we all interpret

things based on our own experiences, I am simply shocked by how many different meanings a
small poem can take on.

Sara M.
English

That an artist (Ben Denzer) has made a book entirely out of meat (mortadella).

Mariyah Nakhuda
Traduction / Translation

Les traducteurs sont considérés comme des experts langagiers, mais n'ont aucun pouvoir si le
client refuse d'écouter leurs conseils, ou de prendre en compte leurs remarques. D'où les

terribles traductions que l'on retrouve parfois sur des produits.

Georgian Parkes
English

That the name (of the Roman statesman) Cicero derived from the Latin term for chickpea. The
name (of the Roman Emperor) Caligula was a nickname that meant "little boots" after military

boots known as caligae.

Sally Potter
Enseignement des langues secondes / Second Language Teaching

Specific to my program, many of us students speak French as a second language so our
experiences as students having gone through French Immersion programs sometimes make us

greater experts on the topic of Second Language teaching than our professors because we
have spent extensive time in second language classrooms. Our professors are able to ask for
our expertise on certain methods or theories we're learning about because we experienced the

methods being used on us during our own schooling.
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Alexandra Skwarchuk
Langues et cultures du monde / World Languages and Cultures

Human remains can become naturally preserved if the corpse is left in a peat bog, and can
remain in astonishingly good condition. The oldest known remains is the body of Koelbjerg Man
from Denmark, which has been dated to 8000 BCE. In other remains, skin, hair, and clothing is
still intact. One of my favourite bog bodies has been named the Tollund Man. His features are

so well preserved, it is still possible to see even his facial hair. I would highly recommend a
google image search for “bog bodies” if you’re curious to see exactly how well preserved the
corpses are (but warning, some images are graphic and may depict items that were used to

commit murder or sacrifice in ancient times). I learnt about bog bodies in an elective course on
physical anthropology, taught by the curator of the Canadian Museum of History.

Ian Soutar
English

Undoubtedly, the strangest thing I've learned in my program at UOttawa is that not only is there
an extremely well-known poem about premature ejaculation ("The Imperfect Enjoyment" by

John Wilmot), there was an entire movement on the subject within the poetry world that sparked
around it. This simultaneously taught me that there is also both a space for discussion of this
topic at university as well as a perfectly professional and literary way to analyze it in depth.

Definitely one of the most memorable classes of my studies so far!

Maude St-Pierre
Anglais langue seconde / English as a Second Language

This is going to sound very stupid of me, but in my linguistics class we were talking about the
throat anatomy to know where the sounds came from and everything. I met up with a friend to
practice some class material and when we were going over the throat anatomy I learned that I

didn't have an uvula. So technically linguistics class made me realize I had my uvula cut off
when I was younger. Also explains why I don't get tonsillitis, instead I get laryngitis. We love

attending a class based on sounds and words and feeling like you're in a medical class.
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Sciences humaines / Humanities

Ayesha Akbari
Sciences des religions / Religious Studies

The church of the flying spaghetti monster is an official "religion" (in most places) and their
religious garb consists of spaghetti strainers as hats. Some of the adherents have pushed to

wear it in drivers license photos and have succeeded. The church started as a parody and was
later mistakenly taken seriously by some.

Jennifer Brummett
Études de l’environnement / Environmental Studies

I have learned many peculiar and fascinating things over the course of my studies but one of the
strangest thing I have learned thus far is specific to a beautiful park not too far from the bustling
downtown of Canada's capital; Gatineau Park. In Gatineau Park there is a lake known as Pink

Lake which is amongst the most popular hikes in the park. It is a beautiful lake and is strange in
many aspects but the one that I found the most enthralling is the fact that the surface level water

in the lake does not mix with the deeper water resulting in the complete lack of oxygen in the
depths of Pink Lake. This is already strange and unusual, but this is only the tip of the iceberg.
Due to the lack of oxygen and undisturbed depths, organisms from prehistoric times still live in
this lake only a 30 minutes drive away from the university! When I learned this I was absolutely
stunned! I had no idea that prehistoric anaerobic organisms lived in present day lakes, no less

that there was one that housed such organisms so close by! I think it's truly amazing that we live
so close by to such an unexpected and fascinating phenomenon and I can't wait to visit the lake

myself.
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Marie-Pier Crevier
Histoire et science politique / History and Political Science

"We discussed bog bodies extensively in my elective CLT1132 class. Bog bodies are found
across northern Europe, from Ireland, to Denmark, to the Netherlands, and to Poland. It is
estimated that the oldest known bog body dates back to 8000 BCE, placing it firmly in the

Mesolithic period. The overwhelming majority of bog bodies date to the Iron Age but the oldest
Mesolithic subjects either one of the Indo-European theories.

The term bog body refers to a preserved cadaver mummified in peat bogs that naturally have
the required highly acidic and oxygen-free environment to hinder the decomposition process.

Bodies are preserved differently depending on the type of bog, with some being better at
conserving soft tissue than others.

In reality, the Koelbjerg man is only a skeleton. On the Jutland Peninsula, some peat cutters
discovered his skull and bones in a peat bog in May 1941. Other bones were discovered in the

area after further investigation. However, not all of the skeleton has been recovered.
According to experts, Cashel Man is the oldest fleshed bog body discovered to date. It was

found in County Laois, Ireland, in August 2011.  The radiocarbon date places Cashel Man in the
Bronze Age, around 2000 BCE. He is believed to have been buried hugging his knees to his

chest, in fetal position, following reconstruction. Examination of the body revealed a broken arm
- pre-mortem, a back broken in two places - post-mortem, and a post-mortem cut on his back.
The Lindow man, the last of our examples, was found in 1984 by peat cutters in Lindow Moss,

Cheshire. In the United Kingdom, he is the best-preserved bog body. He ate either charred
bread or seed cake, as his stomach contents were preserved. The remains also revealed a

well-groomed beard and moustache. His manicured nails indicate that he worked little. A deep
cut to the top of his head, ligature marks around his neck, a broken neck, and several

lacerations, including a possible stab wound to his chest, were all found on Lindow Man. A
broken neck is likely to have been the fatal injury.

Numerous injuries suggest ritualistic killing. Although not much is known about ritual practices in
the region at his probable time of death, we cannot be certain that he was buried near any sites

of ritual significance. There are also other bog bodies that are strangled, and whose hair is
shaved very closely. From the Mesolithic to the pre-Roman Iron Age, some cultural or religious
continuity is evident. These bog bodies also are some of our only archaeological evidence that

points to the practice of ritual human sacrifice by Celtic people, documented in classical sources
such as Caesar.

It is also interesting to note that while all the examples listed above are male, female bog bodies
are very common. The Haraldskaer Woman (490 BCE) found in Jutland, Danemark, has an
intact skeleton as well as skin and internal organs, as the bog’s closeness to salt water is

believed to have made the conditions for preservation optimal. Another example, the Lindow
Woman (200 BCE - 119 CE) has an interesting history as it was first mistaken by the local police

to be the remains of a woman who had been missing for decades, and surprisingly got a
confession out of her murderer.
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Melinda Cummings
Études de l’environnement / Environmental Studies

That technically, there is no such thing as a fish. Based on cladograms and families, there are
none that are just fish. If you were to try and have a clade of fish, it would include mammals and

reptiles.

Maisy Elspeth
Philosophie et science politique / Philosophy and Political Science

The strangest thing I have come to understand in my studies so far is how business or finance
majors become biased and right-wing.  Let me elaborate.  My economics class is almost entirely
men, and mostly those in Telfer.  Our textbook presents information in such a one-sided way as

if economics is a hard science and as though there is only one explanation for *insert any
phenomenon*. With this, I am finding myself having to regurgitate information I know to be false
just to do well on my midterm.  Meaning you have to think like an an upper class right-leaning

American who resents poor people for their existence, hates unions for making life more difficult
for them as employers, and believes that there is a critical link between raising the minimum

wage and increased unemployment (shout out to the lovely David Card, our Nobel prize
winning, canadian economist who proved this false).  But this entire process of partaking in the

coursework for this class has opened my eyes to how business majors become so misled in
their ideas.

Sasha Emery
Études de l’environnement / Environmental Studies

La chose la plus étrange et l'une des plus intéressantes que j'ai apprises dans mes études était
dans mon cours au choix en psychologie. Dans ce cours, j'ai appris à propos de l'erreur

fondamentale de l'attribution, un concept de la psychologie sociale. L'erreur fondamentale
d'attribution est quand on a tendance à attribuer la faute aux personnes qu'on ne connaît pas au

lieu de blâmer leur situation. Par exemple, si quelqu'un est en retard, on aura tendance à
penser que c'est à cause qu'elle est mal organisée et non à cause du traffic ou d'un évènement
personnel. Par contre, quand il nous arrive quelque chose, on à tendance à attribuer la faute à

la situation et non à nous mêmes. Par exemple, si on passe un examen on aura tendance à dire
que c'est car le professeur n'avait pas bien enseigné la matière ou car les questions ne faisaient
pas sens. Cela prouve qu'en tant qu'humains, on juge rapidement les autres, surtout quand on
ne connaît pas tous les petits détails sur eux et leurs vies. Ce concept peut expliquer bien des

situations auxquelles on fait face chaque jour, en tant qu'humains et nous permet de voir la
situation sous un autre angle, avant d'immédiatement critiquer une personne qu'on ne connaît

pas.
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Tianchen Fang
Philosophie et science politique / Philosophy and Political Science

The strangest thing I've learned in my studies so far is emotivism in contemporary meta-ethics
under philosophy. According to emotivism, moral statements from people have no cognitive
significance, this means that moral judgements from people only express their approval or

disapproval of certain things, without even asserting the truth or falsity of that emotion/feeling.
To emotivists, the sense of right or wrong is never attributed to anything as a property and moral
statements are just projections of people's emotions in the world--and it is very challenging for

emotivists to prove that such projections are anything but an error. This school of thought
essentially leads to the collapse of the conventional sense of narratives on right or wrong, and
gives rise to the famous Frege-Geach problem: if "murder is wrong" is nothing but a projection
of emotions, it then starts to serve a different semantic function from as it is in the argument of
"if murder is wrong, then killing a friend is wrong", because the former does not assert anything
while the latter as a condition in the argument can be met only if "murder is wrong" is assertive.
As a result, the existence of the moral statement of "murder is wrong" becomes unable to justify
the conclusion that killing a friend is wrong, because it would be false equivalency to claim that
"murder is wrong" as a moral statement cognitively means the same thing "murder is wrong" as

a logical condition.

Rana Farid
Linguistique / Linguistics

The weirdest thing I learnt in my linguistics program so far is that Linguistics is a type of science.
Believe it or not, it really is! I always get asked what's linguistics? Most people think that I just
know a lot of languages which could be true but when I started studying it I am able to explain
what it is. Linguists investigate how people acquire their knowledge about language, how this

knowledge interacts with other cognitive processes, how it varies across speakers and
geographic regions, and how to model this knowledge computationally. They study how to

represent the structure of the various aspects of language (such as sounds or meaning), how to
account for different linguistic patterns theoretically, and how the different components of
language interact with each other. Linguists develop and test scientific hypotheses. Many

linguists appeal to statistical analysis, mathematics, and logical formalism to account for the
patterns they observe.
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AJ Hancock
Histoire / History

Strange/interesting fact about working class American fashion from the 1700s — Women used
pins to secure most of their outfits instead of buttons. They stuck the pins right into their
stays/corsets. This allowed for their clothing to be very adjustable, so women could keep

wearing the same garments even if they changed sizes (like during pregnancy). Only richer
people would wear tailored things with many buttons, as they could afford to get new clothing

tailored if they ever change sizes.

Mary Howard
Histoire / History

I learned that the first televised debate occurred during the 1960 American election, and from
growing up around movie stars JFK knew to wear makeup while Richard Nixon did not. People

listening to the debate on the radio assumed that Nixon won the debate because his points
were stronger, but anyone who watched the debate on TV knew Kennedy won because Nixon

looked like (in the words of my professor, François Lalonde), a sweaty chipmunk.

Micha Kasongo
Éthique et philosophie politique / Ethics and Political Philosophy

In my first year I was a History major, and as such took an Ancient Greek History class. In the
class I learned (and this might be a bit explicit), that the concept of gymnasiums was originally a
place where men went to mingle and play sports. This may not seem interesting at all, except

this was mostly young men that would play sports and exercise completely naked and would be
watched by older men who were waiting to pick a "lover" to have to themselves. This is because
homosexuality in Ancient Greece was only tolerated if the relations were between a much older

man and a young boy. To this day nothing I've learned surpasses the fact that people feared
same sex relations so much that they accepted pedophelia. I'd also like to add that I am no

longer a history, but an ethics major.

Ella Lavallée
Études de l’environnement / Environmental Studies

"La chose la plus étrange que j'ai apprise dans mes études jusqu'à présent est une théorie
formulée en 1694, nommée la théorie de la préformation. La théorie est que, à la fin de chaque
spermatozoïde, il vit un homme minuscule complètement développé, qui peut seulement grandir

dans l'ovule.
Ceci était une hypothèse crue par une grande portion du monde jusqu'au 19ème siècle!"
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Tristan Lemery
Histoire / history

Il serait quelque peu ardu d'exposer la plus grande étrangeté de mon parcours, cependant, une
bizarreté que j'ai appris serait que les dénominations des peuples anciens étaient rarement

ceux qu'eu même ce donnait. C'est-à-dire que, par exemple, les Gaulois ne se nommaient pas
"Gaulois", les Grecs ne se nommaient pas "Grecs" et il en va de même pour plusieurs autres

peuples.

Wade Loach
Histoire / History

Peace talks for the devastating Thirty Years' War were delayed because nations (who were
allied to one another!!) couldn't decide whose diplomats had the authority to walk into the room

first.

Lillian Luan
Histoire / History

I did not grow up in a Christian household, so perhaps that is the reason I find this strange, but I
was exceedingly baffled when I learned the biblical story that spawned the idea of masturbation
as a sin. It appears this belief actually has its origins in Genesis 38, which recounts the narrative

of Judah and his three sons: Er, Onan, and Shelah. Er, the eldest, was married to a woman
called Tamar, but died without ever producing a son and heir. Consequently, Tamar was given in
marriage to Er’s younger brother, Onan. Yet Onan did not want to give his brother an heir, so he
decided — if I can borrow a modern term — to “pull out” when it came time to fulfill his marital

obligations. (The King James Version refers to this as spilling his seed “on the ground.”) For this
transgression, he was smote by the Lord.

One can make the connection from here on out: Onan performed a sex act that did not result in
insemination. Onan was put to death. Therefore, any sexual act done without the purpose of
procreation (especially masturbation) is sinful! But the story and its logic are absurd. How can

Onan’s “seed” produce the son of his deceased brother by marrying his brother’s widow if, as in
biblical times, ancestry is patrilineal? Even more strange to me was the revelation that none of
this has anything to do with sexuality. It is not the sexual nature of the act that is condemned.
Rather, it is shirking your fraternal duty that the Lord looks on with displeasure. Er needed an

heir, but Onan would not give him one, and his disobedience disrupted the matter of inheritance
for his entire family. The “sinful” nature of masturbation in the West can, in short, be traced back

to the matter of property law.
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Nicolas Michaud
Histoire et science politique / History and Political Science

La CIA a fait un coup d'État au Guatemala pour aider une compagnie américaine qui vend des
bananes à garder un contrôle sur l'État.

Alexandria Mighton
Géographie / Geography

In one of my animal study classes, I learned about how bees communicate through 'waggle'
dances. They do this odd little dance to communicate information about distance, direction, and
even the quality of resources they find. Direction to the resource is communicated through the
organism's orientation and the travel distance is indicated by the duration time of their dance.
They communicate the location of the resources of interest by indicating the angle from the
horizon in relation to the sun's position during the 'waggle' component of the dance. They

essentially transpose the angle of the sun to the gravitational angle. This eusocial
communication through these complex dances is unique to the honey bees. Leaning about the

evolutionary processes that resulted in bugs being able to communicate math arithmetic through
dance was something that I never expected to learn. I think nature has created stranger things

than our imagination ever could.

Mila Mikhail
Études de l’environnement / Environmental Studies

In GEG1301 I learned about geo engineering. A student had asked a question about that and
then the discussion turned to how the US during the Vietnam war used meteorological warfare

by sending planes on cloud seeding missions to create monsoons, used to their advantage
against the enemy. Had a regular civilian told me that on the street I never would have believed

this. If it’s not weird and sinister I don’t know what is!
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Rachel Fay Miller
Linguistique et psychologie / Linguistics and Psychology

The strangest thing I've learned in my studies so far has been that I was heading in all the
wrong directions.

At the end of my first year of University, I was a struggling Biomedical Science student.
My average had dropped by several GPA points, and I had lost the passion that I thought I

would be bringing to my courses. Because my course sequence was disrupted by my dropping
Organic Chemistry, I decided to take a Linguistics course as an elective in my first semester of
second year, just on a whim. I had never been exposed to linguistics before, but I was a big fan
of grammar and languages and thought I might enjoy it like I enjoyed my first year Psychology

course.
The first day that I sat down in LIN1310 with Professor Freire in September 2019 was

possibly the most important day in my entire university experience. He made a comment about
a misplaced comma in one of his slides, and I thought, ""I'm home"". Of course, I soon realized
that linguistics is about Language--not languages, not writing, and certainly not commas. That
was a strange and important revelation for me. As the daughter of an editor, I had spent my

whole life as a hard-core prescriptivist. I felt strongly that there was a right way and a wrong way
of using language, and that once you knew the rules, you could use it like an art. I got

irrationally frustrated and annoyed by anyone who used it ""wrong"", who broke the rules or
expanded the meanings of words. Linguistics class opened my mind, and taught me that there

is so much more to Language than my own elitist point of view. It taught me that human
Language is variable, that it is somehow both abstract and computed, that there is no ""hardest
language to learn"", and that if communication is successful, it is not my place to tell anyone that

they are using their language incorrectly. My entire view of the world changed, that day, and I
knew that this was where I wanted to go with my studies.

My first acquaintance in Linguistics class was a girl named Nicole, and she told me that
she was in the Psychology and Linguistics program. ""That's a program?"" I asked, surprised.

Nicole told me that it's a Joint Honours, and that a lot of people take it with the intention of
heading towards speech-language pathology. That was it. That's what I needed to do.

Two years later, here I am: an ADÉLSA executive, a Centre for Child Language
Research assistant, and a proud Psychology and Linguistics student with a CGPA nearly 2

whole points higher than it was before. If I told my past self that this was where I'd end up, I'm
sure I would have been surprised. I was so keen on medical school, and forced myself into
science due to my own and others' perceptions of what should make me proud of myself. I

would certainly have said that this change of direction was the strangest thing I'd ever learned.
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Rowan Moore
Histoire / History

About pig breeding crates to help them have sex. It was super interesting in the context of an
environmental history class, but boy was I not expecting it when I added it to my syllabus.

Here's the related reading:
https://notchesblog.com/2014/09/02/where-are-animals-in-the-history-of-sexuality/

Darwin Pitts
Histoire et philosophie / History and Philosophy

In HIS2350 on “The Global Enlightenment,” we learned that the 18th century Scottish scholar
Lord Monboddo (whose title is strange enough to be worthy of featuring here, but I digress)

argued in favour of a more ‘inclusive’ definition of humanity, which included “Orang Outangs” (by
which he seems to have meant great apes generally) as humans at a lower stage of social and
historical development.  I believe this argument can be found in Chapter V of the first volume of
his book “Of the Origin and Progress of Language.”  In that chapter, some of the evidence he

invokes is fairly innocuous, though likely based on unreliable second-hand accounts:  he
describes various reports of apes showing signs of wisdom and compassion, qualities that to

him seemed distinctly human.  Other parts are more troubling:  for example, he points to reports
that apes practice slavery on human children as evidence of their humanity, with the unsettling

implication that slavery is somehow a mark of higher civilization (yikes).  All in all, it’s a very
morally troubling bit of writing, but it offers an interesting window into the sometimes-bizarre

perspective of the Scottish Enlightenment.  It is also, without a doubt, the single strangest thing
I’ve read in university.

Étienne Price
Histoire / History

La chose la plus étrange que j'ai apprise dans mes études à présent, c'est le concept
philosophique du raisonnement inductif par rapport à la mortalité humaine.

Le raisonnement inductif dit que si il y a assez de propositions qui ont la même réponse, on
peut conclure que le résultat est plus ou moins vrai. Mais il se peut de contester la conclusion

avec n'importe quelle réponse différente
Le raisonnement déductif par contre c'est l'assurance que la proposition va inévitablement être

liée à la conclusion.
Donc la mortalité humaine, les hommes meurent, j'ai connu des personnes qui sont maintenant

mortes. Cependant, aucun individu ne peut connaître tous les humains qui sont morts à ce
point, et il n'y a aucune preuve que les humains qui ne sont pas encore nés vont mourir un jour.

Alors, la mortalité humaine n'est pas un concept fondamental, et ça....ça c'est étrange.

https://notchesblog.com/2014/09/02/where-are-animals-in-the-history-of-sexuality/
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Sebastian E. Rojas Casas
Philosophie / Philosophy

This semester I've been reading Plato's The Republic for my Greek philosophy class. My whole
world has fallen apart... My family and friends do not recognize me any more; "you've been

brainwashed," they say. What a ridiculous and anomalous enlightenment this philosopher has
produced on me. This man has merely taught us to truly see the absurd plasticity of the
arrangement and planification of our societies. To discover and free yourself from the

imprisonment of ideology is the most radical and disruptive experience I ever had in my life. This
awakening truly does hurt, you see. It is terrifying to contemplate all of your convictions, beliefs,

and even goals vanish like nothing, but freedom is absolutely the greatest gift of all.

Anna Satterthwaite
Histoire et science politique / History and Political Science

Sexual relations within marriage were extremely important in the French King Louis XIII's time,
in order to cement political alliances and produce a heir, securing ones legacy. Due to this at the
age of 14 in preparation for his marriage to Anne of Austria, his mother took him to the doctor in
order to make sure he could consummate his marriage and have children. Mother-son bonding

gone too far.

Emma Sharpe
Histoire / History

Right now I'm writing a research paper about how the CIA was very involved in promoting the
Abstract Expressionist art movement during the 1950s and 60s! They poured millions of dollars

into the project, organizing travelling art exhibitions, commissioning pieces and providing
galleries and artists with funding. It was a way to advertise the United States' "cultural
superiority" over the USSR, and convince European countries that they weren't purely

uncultured, money-obsessed capitalists. Modern abstract art was chosen mainly because it
didn't have an obvious "message" or point, and therefore to show that you can create anything

you want in a capitalist society. Although they weren't the only reason for the art's popularity, the
CIA's intervention was one of the main ways it reached such a wide audience, and the project

played a huge role in making many of the modern artists we're still familiar with today, like
Jackson Pollock, famous.
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Yen Tee
Études de l’environnement / Environmental Studies

La plus étrange que j'ai appris pendant mes études est la théorie que plusieurs événements
historiques en Europe, comme la Révolution française, ont des racines du Petit age glaciaire

(PAG) et les changements climatiques qui commencent d'environ 1303. De plus, les cultures de
l'alcool actuelles dans toute l'Europe étaient aussi significativement influencé par les

changements de l'agricole qui étaient commencé au début du PAG.

Zack Tibbles
Histoire / History

Pour moi, la chose la plus étrange apprise lors de mes études est que lors du règne à
Diefenbaker au Canada, on voulait améliorer les infrastructures nucléaires, au cas d'une
attaque des russes. Les Canadiens ne voulaient pas gaspiller leur argent sur cela, car ils
préféraient mourir lors d'une attaque nucléaire, plutôt que de survivre dans des bunkers.

Michael Wang
Histoire et science politique / History and Political Science

So the Romans stick a sponge on a wooden handle in their lactrina (public bathrooms) to clean
themselves after pooping. This was all good until a captured Germanic king refuse to be killed in

the gladiator games, excused himself to the bathroom, and shoved the poop stick down his
throat to commit suicide. Would you rather be killed for public humiliation and spectacle or
commit suicide by suffocation but the last thing u smell and taste is poop? (source: Richard

Burgess from classics)
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Arts interdisciplinaires / Interdisciplinary Arts

Kira Hannah
BA en études interdisciplinaires / BA in Interdisciplinary Studies

The strangest thing I have learned about is poetry and stories from the Six Dynasties Period in
China. The reason I would describe it as strange is because of the analogies and imagery they
used to convey history, a message or a lesson. In class one of the stories we looked at was The
Goddess of Silkworms. The story is about a girl who promises a horse that she will marry it if it
can bring her father back from the forest. The horse accomplishes the task but once the father
learns of this promise he kills the horse. While they are drying the horse’s skin, the skin wraps
itself around the girl and floats away towards the forest. Once they find the girl she has been

turned into a giant silkworm. This story was to explain the origin of mulberry silkworms. I found
these stories quite strange and interesting.

Saige Krofchick
BA en études interdisciplinaires / BA in Interdisciplinary Studies

"One of the strangest things that I've learned in my studies so far has been the occurrence of
polyploidy in plant cells. Polyploid is a condition in which the cells of an organism possess more

than two homologous sets of chromosomes. In humans, this indicates a serious issue and is
luckily very rare, however the occurrence of polyploidy in plants is extremely common. The

discovery of plant polyploidy has led to human-influenced genetic mutation in order to achieve
large and virtuous plants, such as the strawberries that we know today, which undergo

polyploidy mutation as a crucial part of the growing process.
This is interesting because it sets plants and other organisms apart, and is a testament to the
differences between plant cells and human cells, though both cells have similar properties and

functions for each organism. In plants, the occurrence of polyploidy tends to have a positive
effect on the organism, whereas in humans and other animals, this occurrence is usually

harmful or even fatal.
I conducted a research experiment on factors that could increase or decrease the occurrence of

polyploidy in plant cells, using the safflower plant as a test subject. It was found that high
ultraviolet exposure paired with low nutrient fertilization resulted in a greater occurrence of

polyploidy in safflower plant cells. The physical characterization of these effects was substantial,
as some leaves exhibited dual growth, with an extra leaf growing out the back of an existing
leaf, as well as one leaf splitting into two and continuing to grow along this path. With these

factors in mind, the effects on other plant species can be explored and investigated, in order to
optimize genetic modification and avoid harmful mutation.

It would also be interesting to note the factors that affect human polyploidy, and if similar to the
impact on plants, could be better avoided. It is clear that the cell function is crucial to an

organism's wellbeing, however mutation such as polyploidy has such diverse effects on different
organisms, and would be a very interesting avenue to continue investigating."
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Rosalie Mongeon Villeneuve
BA en études interdisciplinaires / BA in Interdisciplinary Studies

À quel point tout joue sur notre avenir. Je pense que ce n'est que dernièrement que j'ai pris
conscience de l'importance de nos actes sur notre avenir. Cela peut être étrange, mais j'ai

vécus beaucoup de choses dans ma vie personnelle dans mes deux années d'université et j'ai
vu à quel point il est important de bien s'appliquer dans tout ce qu'on fait si on ne veut pas que

nos erreurs nous rattrapent et si nous voulons atteindre nos buts. J'ai comme volonté de
m'inscrire en psychologie l'an prochain, mais lors de ma première année, j'ai fait une dépression
et mes notes se sont vues affectées par cela et j'ai maintenant conscience d'à quel point il est

important de bien faire les choses et de bien s'occuper de soi.


